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according to the assumption of the agency costs of debt-equity, the 
banks’ presence in the Board of Directors negatively effects on the 
company’s value. Bubna and Radhakrishnan [5] showed that there are 
information asymmetries between the shareholders and the creditors. 
According to this hypothesis, the presence of banks in the board of 
directors reduces the information asymmetries between the firms and 
the creditors and consequently improves the companies’ value.

The existence of conflicts of interest between the shareholders and 
the creditors is reduced by a set of internal and external mechanisms. 
The board of directors and ownership structure are two alternative 
mechanisms of governance and control. Besides these two internal 
governance mechanisms, the presence of banks in the board of directors 
and ownership structure are also two governance mechanisms since 
this presence is associated with a reduction of the agency costs due to 
the conflicts of interest between the shareholders and the creditors.

The practice of the banks' participation in the firms’ capital depends 
on the country considered. Actually, in France, for example, banks 
are under no obligation to participate in the firms’ capital. However, 
the American legislation and more particularly the Glass-Steagall Act 
(1933) prevents banks from participating in the firms’ capital. Recently, 
the American legislation, through the Gramm-Leach- Bliley Act, has 
given commercial banks the opportunities to participate in the capital 
of firms. Besides, Germany, which encourages the banks’ participation 
in the companies’ capital, introduced some restrictions which were 
discussed in the Bundestag (1977). A very recent study has revealed 
that the Monopoly Commission limited the banks’ participation to the 
amount of 5% of the companies’ capital. The banking regulations in 
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Introduction
Nowadays, the corporate finance researches attach great 

importance to the role of banks in the management of enterprises [1-
3]. In fact, companies resort to banking indebtedness. The nature of 
the relationship between banks and enterprises depends on the country 
and the existing regulations. Unlike Germany and Japan, where 
financing takes place via banks, the Anglo-Saxon financial markets 
play an important role in the funding and control of companies. 
German companies maintain long term relationships with a Bank 
called "Hausbank". A fundamental characteristic of these banks is their 
participation in the companies’ capital and funding them Moreover, 
the Japanese Keiretsu system enables banks to become shareholders 
and members in the Board of Directors. The bank ownership is a 
very widespread phenomenon in the Japanese banking systems and 
the continental Europe. The theory recognizes the ability of the bank 
holdings on the liabilities of big businesses to improve the control 
system of the leaders. Moreover, the presence of banks in the capital of 
companies improves the quality of information they have, which leads 
to a more efficient control of the investment activities. The banking 
participation in the companies’ capital enables them to acquire data 
related to the internal functioning of the company, the sector and 
competition. This piece of information does not exist in the accounting 
and financial documents which are usually possessed by banks.

Unlike the studies dealing with the effect of composition of the 
Board of Directors and the structure of property on performance, the 
ones conducted about the effect of the presence of banks in both the 
Board of Directors and in the structure of property on performance 
are few. Indeed, the scarcity of studies has led to the present research.

The agency theory assumes that there are conflicts of interest 
between the shareholders and the creditors. The control exercised by 
the banks on companies helps reduce the agency costs [4]. Therefore, 
according to the assumption of control, the presence of the banks 
in the Board of Directors reduces the agency costs and improves 
the company’s value. On the other hand, under the assumption of 
the agency costs of debt-equity, the banks’ presence in the Board of 
Directors negatively impacts the company’s value. On the other hand, 
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Tunisia, and more specifically article 21 of Act No. 2001-65 of 10 July 
2001 about the credit institutions, stipulate that a credit institution may 
hold directly or indirectly more than 30% of the capital of the same 
company.

Literature Review
Banks’ participation in the firms’ capital in the different 
theories

Jiang et al. state that the presence of the banks as creditors and 
shareholders is explained by both the agency and the information 
asymmetry theories [3]. The banking representation in the companies’ 
capital is beneficial insofar as it helps reduce the conflicts of interest 
and the information asymmetries between the shareholders and the 
creditors.

In the agency theory: Being at the same time lenders and 
shareholders, banks face an apparent conflict of interest and may 
therefore give their own interests at the expense of the interests of 
the ordinary shareholders. This apparent conflict between banks and 
shareholders generates agency costs. However, Petersen and Rajan 
stipulates that the banks’ participation in the capital helps reduce the 
agency costs when banks act in the interests of the shareholders [6]. 
Furthermore, he asserts that their presence in the capital improves the 
flow of information between companies and banks, which therefore 
reduces the conflicts of interest between the shareholders and the 
creditors.

Apart from the benefits of the agency cost reduction of the bank 
shareholding, banks buy the companies’ shares when they have the 
private information that makes them believe that these companies’ 
shares are undervalued. In fact, when banks possess such inside 
information, they will have the opportunities and incentives to acquire 
the undervalued shares of these firms to generate capital gains.

Most of the studies point out that the reduction of the agency 
problems between banks and firms explain the positive relationship 
between the bank shareholding and the companies’ performance. 
In accordance with this hypothesis, Flath [7] states that the largest 
creditors in the keiretsu member companies, highly indebted and with 
strong growth prospects have majority stakes.

Gonzalez states that a bank’s decision to raise or reduce the banking 
debt about the acquisition of capital is operated by the market to know 
which of the two potential motivations explains the banks’ participation 
in the companies’ capital [8]. The author shows that the market explains 
the banks’ participation in the capital together with the reductions of 
the banking debts by the rise of the agency costs. However, both the 
banks’ stake and the rising banking debt are considered by the market 
as elements indicating that the bank possesses positive information 
about the company's prospects. According to this explanation, the 
companies’ abnormal stock returns regarding the announcement of 
the banks’ participation in the capital differ depending on the decision 
about the banking debt.

The acquisition of the shares by the banks is a mechanism to reduce 
agency costs. In other words, this acquisition of shares of firms by 
banks or the participation of the banks in the capital of companies is 
the result of increases in the costs of Agency Gonzalez [8]. According to 
this principle, a fall of profitability or a rise of the risk raises the agency 
costs between the bank and the firms and justifies the involvement of 
the banks in the capital [7].

Gonzalez states that it is impossible to predict the reaction of the 

share price when banks participate in the companies’ capital when the 
prospects are unfavorable (lower profitability and/or higher risk under 
the assumption of the agency costs) or better (higher profitability and/
or lower risk under the assumption of the information asymmetry) [8].

Jiang W, Li K, Shao P stipulate that if the origin of the banks’ 
participation in the capital is a rise of the agency costs, then banks may 
reduce their debt to firms because of these costs [3]. Actually, high 
agency costs that emerge when companies announce they are insolvent 
cause an increase of the capital share held by banks and reduce their 
debt in companies [9-11]. 

Gonzalez F expects some financial exchange making it possible to 
reduce the agency costs between the shareholders and the creditors. 
Moreover, he found that, in countries where banks’ participation in the 
capital is permitted, banks buy the companies’ shares and reduce debts 
in the defaulting firms if they expect a decline of profitability and/or a 
rise of the company’s risk [8]. 

The agency theory stipulates that the companies’ returns on the 
shares decline following the announcement of the banking participation 
in the capital preceded by reductions in banking indebtedness. In fact, 
Gonzalez F showed that the banks’ participation in the capital followed 
by a decline of the banking debts gives negative information to the 
market about the companies’ profitability and risk [8].

Jiang et al. Suggest that the presence of the creditors in the 
ownership structure enables them to control the leaders and prevents 
the leaders and/or the large shareholders from taking action which 
expropriate the creditors [3]. Kalyani examined the effect of the strong 
relationship between banks and enterprises on the funding constraints. 
The conflicts of interest between the shareholders and the creditors 
are a funding constraint. The author also found that the banking 
participation in the companies’ capital helps eliminate the conflicts of 
interest between the shareholders and the creditors and consequently 
reduces the resulting agency costs.

In the information asymmetry theory: Gonzalez stipulates that 
banks may acquire the shares of undervalued companies where they 
are better informed about the firms’ quality (information asymmetry 
hypothesis) [8]. Under this assumption, the rise of the expected 
profitability and/or the reduction of the company’s risk explain the 
banks’ participation in the capital of firms, while providing capital gains 
for banks [12]. In other words, the under-valuation of the companies’ 
shares induces banks to participate in their capital. In fact, any 
participation in the capital is based on the fact that the bank has positive 
internal information about the company's future. This assumption 
therefore expects that the decision by the Bank to acquire shares is linked 
to the expectations of a greater profitability and/or a lower company’s 
risk [8]. Jiang et al. showed that keeping shares and debts given to 
creditors provides the shareholders with an informational advantage 
which helps them to choose the borrowers with a lower default risk 
[3]. From the capital point of view, the institutions participating in the 
companies’ capital will be more informed than the other shareholders 
due to their effort and their better access to the leaders.

Taking into account the debt, it appears that the syndicated loans are 
private mechanisms through which confidential information about the 
company is revealed to the lenders. The creditors’ dual position enables 
them to acquire more information and look for companies having 
better credit quality, which will consequently reduce the debt cost. 
Furthermore, by holding a fraction of the capital in the companies, a 
bank gets new information about the firms’ quality, which will help the 
companies raise their debt with banks [6,13]. On the basis of this theory 
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Gonzalez [8] states that the bank which possesses private information 
about the firm’s prospects should participate in the companies’ capital 
so as to get capital gain.

The presence of banks in the board of directors as seen by the 
various theories 

In the agency theory: The agency theory assumes that there are 
conflicts of interests between the shareholders and the creditors that can 
be solved through a set of internal or even external mechanisms among 
which we can cite the presence of banks in the Board of Directors. 
Actually, this presence is beneficial since, according to the agency 
theory, it minimizes the potential conflicts between the shareholders 
and the creditors. The presence of banks in the Board ensures a better 
control. The benefits related to the control exercised by the banks on 
business help reduce the agency costs [4].

Randall and Strahan [4] argue that American banks are board 
members because they are concerned only by their function as lenders. 
On the other hand, this study reveals that one third of the American 
companies have a Board of Directors dominated by a bank suggesting 
that the benefits associated with the control by banks help reduce or 
even eliminate the costs generated by the conflicts of interests. Contrary 
to what exists in Germany and the Japan, this low percentage is due to 
the protection of the creditors’ rights.

Furthermore, Randall and Strahan found a negative relationship 
between the presence of banks in the companies’ boards of Directors 
and the conflicts of interests between the creditors, among other 
things, banks and shareholders [4]. Actually, banks are present in the 
companies’ Boards of Directors if the conflicts of interests between 
the shareholders and the banks are not very important. In fact, to 
better defend and act in the shareholders’ interests, banks expressed 
interests have interest in joining the Board of Directors. Randall 
and Strahan argue that the banks must join the Board of Directors 
to avoid the conflicts of interests that arise between the banks and 
company’s shareholders [4]. However, Byrd and Mizruchi state that 
the appointment of banks in the Board of Directors goes against the 
shareholders’ interests [14].

The control hypothesis underlines the role the banks’ representatives 
on the Board of Directors in controlling the leaders. According to this 
control hypothesis, banks generally that lie ahead for the companies’ 
Board of Directors with lots of agency problems. Moreover, on the 
basis of the control hypothesis, the banks’ membership in the Board of 
Directors reduces the agency costs and improves the company’s value.

The hypothesis of the agency costs, debt, and equity underlines the 
agency problems between the lenders and the shareholders, and the role 
of the representatives of the banks in the worsening of these problems. 
The lenders and shareholders have conflicts because of their different 
choices of risk which are caused by their different payment structures. 
In fact, while the lenders prefer a lower risk, the shareholders prefer a 
higher risk. According to this hypothesis, the fact the banks become 
members of the Board of Directors negatively affects the market value 
of equity capital and shows a low market capitalization.

In the theory of the information asymmetry: The hypothesis of the 
information asymmetry focuses on the role of the banks’ representatives 
to collect information on the company and transmit it to the lender 
who, in turn, reduces the extent of the information asymmetry between 
the lender and the company and facilitates external financing. This is 
beneficial for companies which a greater information asymmetry and 
financial difficulties [5]. In this scenario, firms with large information 

problems are more likely to have bank representatives on their boards 
of directors. Moreover, this information asymmetry hypothesis also 
provides that companies with a bank representative on their boards 
have fewer financial constraints and a higher value [5].

Banking participation in equity and performance

Meckling argues that the agency relationship between the 
shareholders and managers, on the one hand, and between the 
shareholders and creditors, on the other hand, generates conflicts 
of interest which involve the agency costs [15]. First, the conflicts 
between the shareholders and the managers can be reduced by a set of 
internal and external mechanisms. Then, some researchers state that 
the conflicts of interest between the shareholders and the creditors are 
eliminated if banks occupy a dual position as shareholders and creditors 
[16,17]. As a consequence, the presence of banks in the companies’ 
ownership structure is a way to reduce the conflicts of interest between 
the shareholders and the creditors.

The banking control of the managers is very common within 
the Japanese companies. Moreover, the important disciplinary role 
exerted by banks is put forward as one of the determining factors of the 
Japanese firms’ efficiency. The Japanese companies, which belong to a 
“keiretsu”, are controlled by the main banks which are at the same time 
shareholders and creditors Kang, Shivdasani, Kaplan, Minton, Morck, 
Nakamura showed that the major Japanese banks play a crucial role in 
corporate governance [18-20].

A great deal of research underlines the relationship between 
the banks’ participation in the capital and the firms’ performance. 
However, the obtained results are contradictory, as some have found 
a linear relationship while others have demonstrated a nonlinear 
relationship. Banks play a dual role as they are considered at the same 
time shareholders and creditors. In fact, this dual role affects their 
motivation to defend the shareholders’ interests and, therefore, the 
company's value [20]. In Japan, Morck, Nakamura, Shivdasani showed 
that there is a convex relationship between the banks' participation in 
the companies’ capital and their value [1]. This relationship is negative 
in the case of low levels of equity participation.

Cable showed the existence of a significant positive relationship 
between the banks’ participation in the capital and the profitability 
of large industrial companies [21]. Gorton, Schmid, Nibler, Perlitz, 
Seger found a positive relationship between the control by a bank and 
performance [22-25]. In fact, they found that banks’ participation in 
the companies’ capital improves performance when measured with the 
ROE. Zoido studied the role of the shareholder banks in the industrial 
companies and showed that the banks exercise their right of control 
over the decisions taken by companies [26]. Their control is reflected 
in the low cost of project funding and in the way in which companies 
solve their financial problems. Pushner found a positive relationship 
between banks’ equity participation and the efficiency of the Japanese 
companies [27].

On the other hand, Weinstein and Yafeh studied the effect of stable 
relationships between banks and companies and found that companies 
which maintain stable relationships do not get higher profits than those 
that do not have stable relationships but have the same growth rate 
[28]. Gorton and Schmid found a positive relationship between the 
banks’ participation in the companies’ equity and their performance 
[29]. Lehmann and Weigand reached the same conclusions as those of 
Gorton and Schmid except that the first used the ROA as an alternative 
measure of performance [30].
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In contrast, in Germany, Weinstein, Chirinko, Kang found a 
negative relationship between the capital share held by the bank 
and performance [28,31,32]. Moreover, Emmons, Schmid found a 
roof-shaped relationship (U-shaped) between performance and the 
percentage of capital held by the bank, which confirms the managerial 
hypothesis [33].

Using a sample of 142 companies during the period 1999-2002, 
Palenzuela, Iturriaga, Tejerina found that banks play a crucial role 
in corporate governance in Spain [34]. In fact, banks not only act as 
creditors but can grab a share of the capital as they can serve on the 
Board of Directors. The authors also claim that control through banks 
has an impact on the companies’ performance. Palenzuela, Iturriaga, 
Tejerina conducted a comparative study on the bank shareholding 
between companies in which control comes from banks and those 
in which control is not confined to banks and found that for the first 
category of companies, the bank shareholding reduces the performance, 
however, for the second category of companies, the bank shareholding 
positively affects performance [34].

On a sample of 94 German companies during the 1992/1996 
period, Chirinko and Elston found that the relationship between the 
Bank shareholding and performance is nonlinear [31]. The sample of 
Gorton and Schmid consists of two sub samples [22]. The first consists 
of 88 companies and analysis refers to the year 1974. The second 
sample consists of 66 companies and relates to the year 1985. They 
use the capital share held by the Bank as a variable representing the 
ownership structure and the ROA and ROE as alternative measures of 
accounting performance.

Gorton and Schmid showed that the relationship between the 
bank shareholding and performance is based on three hypotheses; the 
alignment of interests, the opposite or the divergent interests and the 
managerial hypothesis [22]. Each hypothesis can be associated with an 
infinite number of explanations. The alignment of interest hypothesis 
assumes that the capital share held by the bank will be positively related 
to performance. The argument that corresponds to it is that of aligning 
the shareholders and creditors’ interests. The divergence of interest 
hypothesis predicts that an increase of the share capital held by the 
bank is associated with a decrease of performance. The divergence of 
interests between banks and other shareholders explains this inverse 
relationship. The third assumption is that the relationship between 
the capital share held by the bank and performance is nonlinear. In 
fact, performance decreases and then rises again. This assumption is 
similar to the managerial one supported by Morck and Nakamura or 
to the one that tested the effect of the managers’ capital participation 
on performance [20].

Jiang et al. [3] Showed that the relationship between the capital 
shares held by the bank and the ROE is not linear, in other words, it 
rises then falls. On the other hand, in a study conducted during the 
1965/1990 period, Chirinko and Elston [31] found no relationship 
between the capital share held by a bank and the performance measured 
by the ROA.

On a sample of Japanese companies, Wenlian studied the impact 
of bank's main shareholding on the performance during the 1977/1987 
period [35]. In this regard, he conducted a comparative study between 
affiliated and independent firms and found that the former have a 
lower performance compared to the latter. By examining a sample of 
Japanese firms over the 1971/1981 period, Nakatani [36] stated that 
firms which have relationships with banks have a lower profit and 
growth rate and a lower performance than independent firms.

In affiliated companies or companies belonging to a group, such 
as Keiretsu, banks act primarily to save the companies in difficult 
situations [37]. However, in independent companies, the banking role 
is rather to defend the creditors’ interests and not the shareholders’. 
Gonzalez [8] analyzed the impact of bank’s participation in the capital 
on a sample of companies in Spain over 1992/1998 period and found 
that firms in which banks participate in the capital show high levels of 
profitability and low risk levels.

All these empirical studies show that the affiliated companies 
reported low cash flow and do not guarantee better performance than 
the independent ones due to the expropriation of the main bank. 
Indeed, Morck et al. [1] showed that the major banks maximize their 
interests through their presence as shareholders and a creditor in 
companies.

Nachane et al. [38] found a nonlinear relationship between the 
participation of the major banks and the firm’s performance measured 
by Tobin's Q. Indeed, at low levels of participation of banks in the 
capital, an increase of this share lowered performance as measured by 
Tobin's et al. [39] examined a sample of German companies and found 
that most of the banking ownership in the capital of companies has 
a positive effect on the equity value measured by the Market to book 
ratio. They distinguished between majority-shareholder banks and 
other banks and found that they both have a positive impact on the 
performance of large listed companies.

The studies focused on the performance difference between the 
affiliated and independent firms [28,36,40]. Moreover, Gorton et al. 
[22] state that the relationship between the banks’ participation and 
firm’s performance is based on three assumptions. The first assumption 
is that of the alignment of the banks’ interests with the shareholders’. 
According to this hypothesis, the relationship between the banking 
participation in the capital and the firm’s performance is positive. The 
higher this share held by banks is, the more the latter ones use their 
power and information they have to control the managers and the 
higher the firms’ performance will be:

Hypothesis 1: The relationship between the banking stake in the 
capital and the firms’ performance is on the rise (interest convergence 
hypothesis or the interest alignment).

The second hypothesis is of the different or opposing interests. 
In fact, banks' interests do not coincide with the shareholders’. The 
presence of banks as creditors and shareholders and in front of a non-
competitive capital market, banks act like monopolists which use their 
power to extract firms’ annuity at the expense of the shareholders, 
which negatively affects the performance.

Hypothesis 2: The relationship between the banking participation 
in the capital and the firm’s performance is falling (hypothesis of 
conflicting interests)

Hypothesis 3: The relationship between the banking participation 
in the capital and the firm’s performance falls and then rises again 
(managerial hypothesis)

The banking presence in the board of directors and 
performance

A great deal of research has shown a relationship between 
the presence of the bank in the board of directors and the firms’ 
performance. The results were contradictory. Some found a linear 
relationship while others found the opposite. 
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Rosenstein and Wyatt [41] indicated that the proportion of outside 
directors is positively related to profitability. This positive relationship 
has an impact on the appointment of a new financial director. The 
authors add that these outside directors are elected for their expertise. 
Financial outside directors provide financial security for the business 
[42-45].

On a sample of 55 Japanese companies, Naohito et al. [46] showed 
that the presence of banks in the companies’ boards of directors helps 
them better control the leaders. On the other hand, Nachane et al. 
[38] showed that the presence of banks on the companies’ boards of 
directors has a positive impact on the company’s performance due to 
their expertise.

In the United States, banks do not have the right to participate in 
the capital of non-financial companies but are often members of the 
Board of Directors. According to Santos and Rumble [47], the 100 
largest US banks control 10% of the voting rights of the 500 non-
financial companies of the Standard and Poor's index. They also found 
that, for some companies of S&P 500, banks hold more than 20% of the 
voting rights.

Randall and Strahan [4] examined the impact of banks as directors 
and found that US banks are more likely to sit on the boards of stable 
large-sized firms which have high proportions of tangible assets and 
use less short-term funding. On a sample of Japanese firms over the 
period 1981-1987, Morck and Nakamura [20] examined the impact 
of the presence of banks in the companies’ boards of directors on the 
firm’s value and found that their appointment does not maximize the 
value.

On a sample of German companies, Dittmann et al. [2,48] found a 
negative relationship between the banking presence in the firms’ board 
of directors and the performance measured by Tobin's Q. This may 
be due to the fact that banks, as directors, serve their interests rather 
than the shareholders’. Actually, banks do not act in the shareholders’ 
interests. Similarly, Güner et al. [49], using a sample of US companies, 
found that the presence of commercial banks in the boards of directors 
has a negative impact on the market performance (Tobin's Q). 
Moreover, Mitchell and Walker (2008) on a sample of 2746 Compustat 
companies during 2002, found that the presence of banks in the boards 
of directors has a negative impact on the market performance (Tobin's 
Q). However, Loderer and Peyer [50] found no significant relationship 
between the banking presence in the board and Tobin's Q.

On the other hand, Lehmann and Weigand [30] showed that there 
is a positive relationship between the banking presence in the board 
and performance. Moreover, [19], on a sample of Japanese companies, 
stated that appointing banks in the boards of directors improves 
following a low market performance. In addition, the authors found 
that the firm’s performance improves after banks are appointed in the 
companies’ boards of directors. On the other hand, Byrd and Mizruchi 
[14], by examining a sample of US companies, found that there is a 
negative relationship between the banking presence in the board of 
directors and the firms’ performance.

Hypothesis 4: The banking presence on the board has a negative 
impact on the companies’ performance (Table 1).

Methodology
Sample presentation

The aim of our research is to analyze the impact of the banking 
presence in the capital and in the firms’ boards of directors on their 
accounting and market performance. For this reason, a sample of 
14 listed companies on the Tunis Stock Exchange (TSE) is used. As 
the sample characteristic, the study examined 14 TSE listed firms on 
the over a 7-year period from 2003 to 2009, which amounts to 98 
observations. In this research, two types of data are taken into account: 
financial data and data related to the composition of the board and 
ownership structure. Financial data are collected from companies' 
financial statements published by the CMF. As for the composition of 
the board and ownership structure, all the necessary data were collected 
from the value sheets available within the Tunis stock exchange (TSE). 
By performing Fisher’s test (F-test), it is assumed that our model is 
either a fixed or random individual effect model. The specification of 
these effects according to Hausman’s test (1968) tells indicates that the 
models that fit the sample data structure are fixed effect models.

Model, variables and measures: PERFit = α0 + α1 Percent bankers 
+ α2 Bankshr + α3 TCA + α4 LNTA + α5 (VentesN-VentesN-1/Ventes 
N-1) + µt

In order to test the hypotheses related to the impact of the banking 
presence in the firms’ boards of directors and in the ownership structure 
on performance, econometric estimation techniques on panel data 
were chosen. Our model is a fixed effect panel data model with PERFit 
the performance measured through the ROE, ROA, Tobin Q and arris 
α0……….. α5: The estimation techniques µt: The regression residue.

Variables: The variables used in this study are connected with 
the board of directors, namely the banks’ presence as administrators 
and the ownership structure, such as the banking participation in the 
companies’ capital. Besides, two other control variables have been 
included in models, namely the sales growth rate, the company’s and 
the Board’s size.

Performance measures

A/Accounting performance: The ratio of the overall asset returns 
or the “returns on assets” (ROA)

This ratio is measured by the ratio of the net income to the total 
assets. It is the return on assets, which generally shows accounting 
profitability.

-The ratio of net income or "return on equity" (ROE)

This ratio, which is measured by the ratio of net income to equity, 
expresses financial profitability. The problem with this ratio is that it 
can give a distorted picture of profitability since a high ratio may be the 
result of a low level of funds.

Hypotheses Expected signs
H1: The relationship between the banking participation in the capital and the firms’ performance is pointing upwards (interest 
convergence hypothesis or interest alignment)

+

H2: The relationship between the banking participation in the capital and the firms’ performance is pointing downwards (conflicting 
interest hypothesis)

-

H3: The relationship between the bank participation in the capital and the firms’ performance falls then rises (managerial hypothesis) -/+
H4: The relationship between the banking presence in the companies’ boards of directors and performance is negative -

Table 1: The banking presence on the board has a negative impact on the companies’ performance.
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B/The stock market performance: - The Tobin’s Q

We think it is more appropriate to use, besides the accounting 
measures, a performance measure, such as Tobin's Q, which reflects the 
future. The Tobin's Q reflects the financial market forecasts of future 
growth and potential profitability of a firm. This ratio is measured by 
the ratio between the sum of the market values of securities held by 
financial investors and the amount of capital these investors invested.

The value of the invested capital is measured by the replacement 
cost of the financial assets. The asset market value is obtained by 
reducing the book value of the market capitalization debt. In practice, 
such a measure is difficult to use because of the data unavailability. 
Therefore, we use a proxy, such as the ratio (market value of equity 
debt book value) divided by the book value of the total assets.

-The Marris ratio

The Marris ratio, which is the ratio of the bank market capitalization 
to equity at the book value, is itself an indicator that reflects the 
opportunities for growth. When this ratio is greater than 1, the bank 
creates value; otherwise, it would destroy it (Table 2).

Results and Interpretations
Descriptive statistics

The descriptive statistics supplied in this table show that the average 
performance measured by the ROA is 2.88%, -4.95% for the ROE, 
30.62% for the Tobin Q and 2.2729 for Marris ratio. Since the Marris 
ratio is above 0.1, therefore, the company creates value. According to 
the descriptive statistics, it can be deduced that the banking presence 
in the capital and in the Board of Directors of the Tunisian companies 
improves their stock market performance (Tobin Q and MARRI) and 
decreases their accounting performance measured with the ROA and 
ROE. The average growth rate of these companies is about 5.67% and 

the average company’s size measured by the natural logarithm is equal 
to 11.44, (that is 92985.607D. This proves that the Tunisian companies 
in our sample are larger compared to the companies in the study by 
Byrd DT, Mizruchi [14] of which the natural logarithm of the total 
assets is of the order of $4.381 79.9179 (Table 3).

Regarding the Board of Directors’ characteristics, its average size, 
which is equal to 9.651, has between 5 and 12 members. Therefore, the 
Tunisian companies apply the standards for the size of their Boards 
of Directors. This table shows that banks’ shareholding (bankshr) is 
on average 28.09% whereas their presence in the companies’ Board of 
Directors (percent bankers) is 23.61%. As a consequence, the Tunisian 
companies apply the standards regarding the participation of the banks 
in their capital (the Act of July 10, 2001 states that a credit institution 
may hold more than 30% in a company).

Correlation matrix

Impact of the accounting performance: The regression results 
show that the presence of banks as shareholders has a negative and 
significant effect on performance, as measured by the ROA, and 
negative and significant, as measured by the ROE. On the other hand, 
their presence, as administrators, has a positive and significant effect on 
these two accounting performance measures. The negative relationship 
between the banking participation in the Tunisian companies’ capital 
and performance is consistent with the study of [28,31]. This waning 
relationship is explained by the hypothesis of conflicting interests. 
Actually, the banking interests do not coincide with the other 
shareholders’ interests. The positive relationship between the banking 
presence in the Boards of Directors of the Tunisian companies and their 
performance is explained by the hypothesis of reducing information 
asymmetries and the agency costs between the shareholders and the 
creditors. On the other hand, there is a positive relationship between 
the control variables and the accounting performance measured with 

Variables Significance Measure
Dependent variables
ROA Return on Assets Net profit/Total Assets
ROE Return on Equity Net profit/shareholders' equity
Qt Tobin Q Log ((market capitalization + total assets-equity Total Assets
m Marris Ratio Equity market value/equity accounting value
Independent variables
Pb Banks in the board of directors The number of banks in the BOD/Size of the Board of Directors
Bs The banking participation in the capital Capital share held by banks
Control variables
Tc Sales growth rate Sales(N) - Sales (N-1)/Sales (N-1)
LNTA Company’s size Natural logarithm/total Assets
TCA Board of directors’ size Overall number of directors

Table 2: Variables and measures.

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max
ROA 112 0.0288339 0.0865126 -0.2160268 0.2408826
ROE 112 -0.0495427 1.243811 -12.38258 1.69165

qt 112 0.3062448 0.4328689 -1.166932 1.539912
m 112 2.272955 2.211723 -2.207259 14.76769
Tc 112 0.0567431 0.3087398 -0.976528 1.72802
Pb 112 0.236104 0.1316899 0.0833333 0.6666667

LNTA 112 11.4402 0.9501768 9.507106 13.41303
bs 112 0.2809241 0.1592075 0.0189 0.622

TCA 112 9.651786 2.082574 5 12

Table 3: Descriptive statistics.
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the ROA and ROE. This applies particularly to the company’s size, that 
of the Board of Directors and the sales growth rate (Table 4).

Impact on the market performance: The regression results 
show that the presence of banks, as shareholders, has a positive but 
insignificant effect on the stock market performance as measured by 
Tobin's Q and a positive and significant impact measured with the 
Marris ratio. On the other hand, their presence, as administrators, 
has a negative and insignificant effect on Tobin Q and negative and 
significant impact on the Marris ratio. The positive relationship 
between the banking participation in the companies’ capital and 
performance is explained by the hypothesis of conflicting or aligned 
interests. The negative relationship between the banking presence in 
the firms’ boards of directors and their performance is explained by 
the worsening of agency problems or interest conflicts between the 
shareholders and the lenders. In fact, the sources of conflict between 
the lenders and the shareholders are mainly due to the different choices 
of risk: if the lenders prefer a lower risk, shareholders prefer a higher 
one. On the other hand, there is a positive relationship between the 
sales growth rate, the firm’s size and the stock market performance. 
However, the Board of Directors’ size has a negative and significant 
effect on the performance measured by Tobin Q and the Marris ratio 
(Table 5).

Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the impact of the banking participation 

in the capital and in the Board of Directors on the performance of the 
Tunisian companies. The results show that the Tunisian companies, 
which apply the standards related to the capital share held by banks 
(that is 28.09% against 30% of the share capital of a company), are 
characterized by a low presence of banks in their boards of Directors 
(that is 23.61%). Moreover, the results show that the boards of directors 
of these companies are characterized by a fairly high size. 

The Tunisian companies have a poor accounting and stock market 
performance. The results showed that the effect of the banking presence 
in their boards of directors is positive and significant for the accounting 

performance (ROA and ROE), and negative and insignificant for Tobin 
Q and negative and significant for the Marris ratio.
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